Memories of a Factory Farm

The topic of factory farms sat in my head like a narrow, abandoned cage until memories,
associations, passages from books that I had come across slowly began to pile up. I thank
Jiří Zemánek for sharing the following quote on his Facebook wall: “The reason our current
system of material production kills the world is that it starts by seeing the world as dead.
What then is there to love?” (Eisenstein, 2018)
When I was born, they showed me to my mother, and then after that I lay somewhere among
the other babies and only got to see my mother three days later. After three days, they
brought me to her for ten or twenty minutes of breastfeeding, then I was taken away for
exactly three hours. This is how it went, around and around, until they let us out of the
maternity ward. I’ve always been frightened by the photo of Václav Havel with a cart full of
newborns. Now I know many ways through which one can relive one’s own birth. I chose one
of them, and went back to that state of total abandonment, hopelessness, and wrongness
that I experienced after my birth. “I feel like I’m on the sidelines of my own life,” I said aloud.
“So let’s bring you back out onto the field, okay?” the woman said.
At the time of writing, the phrase “birth center” has once again made an appearance in the
media. At the moment, it’s most often represented by a photo of a group of men arranged
around an empty hospital bed. In the middle is Prime Minister Andrej Babiš, who is still
enjoying the profits from business activities including assisted reproduction centers, firms
processing meat from factory poultry farms, big agricultural businesses growing industrial
crops in giant fields and transporting fertilizer for the large-scale cultivation of both industrial
and food crops, which contain poisons including materials causing infertility. For the photo,
he put on his statesman’s expression, in which gravity toys unpleasantly with the loose skin
on his head, and the background behind him is a large-screen television, the primary media
of the factory farm era.
My mother breastfed me for about four months, which, for the time – this was, precisely, the
mathematical middle of the 1970s – was quite long. Afterwards, the general recommendation
was for Sunar, whose name came from its status as national (národní) dried (sušené) milk.
The system that took breastfeeding away from mothers, in its own way, took away their bodies,
which were noticeably worse at returning to their original forms without breastfeeding (most of
my breastfeeding friends are much thinner after having a child than before); above all, though,
it limited their intimate contact with their babies (mothers today who, for some reason, do not
breastfeed are encouraged to establish close contact with their babies in other ways). In one
photo from my early childhood, my mother’s face is covered by a surgical mask. “Creating a
child” meant facing a series of alienating traumas.
The foundation of baby formula is intricately manipulated cow’s milk, taken away from calves
that are fed with dried milk from whom? Cushy cow bonny, let down your milk. When I sang
nursery rhymes to my daughter, I skipped some of them (and I tried to block out of my mind
the billboard with the cow licking its calf with the text “their first and last day together”). You
really feel the situation when you yourself breastfeed. Well, we don’t buy any yogurt, nor
pudding sometimes butter from the kinder-looking milkmen (“and if your child wants to eat
butter with a spoon, let them,” said Dr. Eleková at a lecture). “It’s honey, Stella dear, people
take it from bees” – overheard in the children’s area at Alta.

Finally, just to be sure, I took the step and ordered our family – oscillating between
veganism, vegetarianism, and schnitzel at grandma’s – a bottle of vitamin B12. Cattle must
also take supplements. People in the past weren’t too thorough about washing vegetables
and consumed B12 with soil that hadn’t been washed away; farm animals got it from the
same source, as long as they had access to soil. But now, even if they could make it to soil,
earth dominated by industrial agriculture has nothing in it anyway, and not even our
scientifically enriched bodies will fertilize it.
I’m writing while doing a residence in Český Krumlov, not far from a used bookstore, so I’m
also reading anything I can get my hands on. In The Epic of Marianism (2003), Karel Funk
describes how the Brits fertilized their land with powder from ground-up mummies. It later
came back to haunt them in the form of epidemics of hoof-and-mouth disease and mad cow
disease, in which the curse of the Egyptians was exacerbated by routine feeding of cattle
with meat and bone meal.
So I’m running around Krumlov, my native city, and looking for eggs from hens living outside.
A man in a shop with the label Fruit and vegetables from Moravia (as I see it, this is making
use of the typical Bohemian sentiment towards Moravia, which has been around long enough
that Pavel Eisner made fun of it) was quite certain: “I saw a show on TV and they said that
the nutrient content of eggs from free-range hens and the nutrient content of NORMAL eggs
is more or less the same.”1
Bruce Chatwin is the author of another of my finds from the Krumlov used book store. At first,
Mr. Pouch talked me out of buying The Songlines, but the sentences I had glimpsed from
other authors-walkers-nomads to which Chatwin referred echoed through my head for so
long that I went back for it. According to Salman Rushdie, Chatwin’s illness helped him
finished the book (he died from the effects of AIDS shortly before Robert Mapplethorpe, a
year before Reinaldo Arenas, a few years after Michael Foucault and Klaus Nomi, a few
years before Keith Haring…in short, the drawn-out wave that wiped out the ranks of those
who didn’t follow the rules of the factory farm). His disease forced him to leave his treatise on
the nature of the songs of Australian Aboriginals and – as Chatwin believed – the innate
wandering nature of humans in its natural fragmentary, distracted state.
Chatwin devoted a large part of his book to laying out evidence that settled species, as well
as groups of humans, have always been more aggressive than migratory species and
nomads – “gentlemen of the road”. This first world evidently tired him and he left it for as long
as his deteriorating health allowed, but the second was already in ruins. “Every mythology
remembers the innocence of the first state: Adam in the Garden, the peaceful Hyperboreans,
the Uttarakurus or ‘the Men of Perfect Virtue’ of the Taoists. […] One characteristic of the
Men of the Golden Age: they are always remembered as migratory” (Chatwin, 1988, p. 204).
“Apart from their role as ‘Lords of the Fertilising Waters’, the first Dictators called themselves
‘Shepherds of the People’. Indeed, all over the world, the words for ‘slave’ and ‘domesticated
animal’ are the same. The masses are to be corralled, milked, penned in (to save them from
the human ‘wolves’ outside), and, if need be, lined up for slaughter. The City is thus a
sheepfold superimposed over a Garden” (Chatwin, 1988, p. 202).
I’m in third grade and it’s reading class. The air reeks of the sour odor of wet sponge with
chalk from the chalkboard, and the bench is pushing into my ribs. We’re reading Little Bobeš,
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In the end, we did find a source of “abnormal” eggs, but they’re sold under the counter in a store whose identity I will reveal
only at the request of trustworthy individuals.

where one of us reads aloud and the others the follow the text silently. I’m trying in vain to
pay attention, reading ahead, turning the page, and Bobeš got an orange. When my turn is
up, I’m lost. In the afternoon, I’m kept after school with the other inattentive students, but it
goes much better, most of us who didn’t pay attention read swiftly and nobody gets lost.
Unfortunately, though, we read through a part of the book that we’ll have to read against
tomorrow with the others in the next reading class.
About 80 years earlier, Maria Montessori wrote: “The principle of slavery still pervades
pedagogy, and, therefore, the same principle pervades the school. I need only give one proof
– the stationary desks and chairs. […] The schools were at first furnished with the long,
narrow benches upon which the children were crowded together. Then came science and
perfected the bench. In this work much attention was paid to the recent contributions of
anthropology. The age of the child and the length of his limbs were considered in placing the
seat at the right height. The distance between the seat and the desk was calculated with
infinite care, in order that the child's back should not become deformed, and, finally, the
seats were separated and the width so closely calculated that the child could barely seat
himself upon it, while to stretch himself by making any lateral movements was impossible.
This was done in order that he might be separated from his neighbour. These desks are
constructed in such a way as to render the child visible in all his immobility. One of the ends
sought through this separation is the prevention of immoral acts in the schoolroom. […]
[O]bliging science goes farther still, perfecting the benches in such a way as to permit to the
greatest possible extent the immobility of the child, or, if you wish, to repress every
movement of the child” (Montessori, English version 1912, original publication 1909).
More than a hundred years later, we still hear people talk about the educational environment
using terms like “normal”, “get used to”, and “fit in”, as well as “listen”, “regimen”, and “we
went through it too”. Even parents who felt oppressed by this system are worried that – if
they choose alternative educational methods – their children would be missing out on
something.
Bruce Chatwin didn’t have children, and probably had intimate relations with men rather than
women; despite this, or indeed, perhaps because of this, in his book he shows a significant
amount of empathy for the needs of women and children. For example, he wrote that the
foundational invention (after fire and the spear) of human development, “invisible to
archeologists, will have been the sling – fibre or leather – in which a mother carried her
nursing child, leaving her hands free for gathering roots and berries” (Chatwin, 1988, p. 262).
To this day, this invention allows mothers of small children to get where they need while still
being able to react immediately to the needs of their babies, thus making them less invisible
in society.2
When Chatwin described how nomads take care of children, he naturally came close to the
ideas of Jean Liedloff, who summarized her observations of parenting among South
American Indians in her book The Continuum Concept (1975), the foundational text of
attachment parenting. To us children of factory farms, her book can come off as nauseating
(and the author, who received many devastated reactions from traumatized readers, was
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In several places in his book, Chatwin criticized the usual conceptions of female passivity or immobility: “One commonly held
delusion is that men are the wanderers and women are the guardians of hearth and home. This can, of course, be so. But
women, above all, are the guardians of continuity: if the hearth moves, they move with it. It is the gipsy women who keep their
men on the road. Similarly, in the gale-lashed waters of the Cape Horn archipelago, it was the women of the Yaghan Indians
who kept their embers alight in the bottom of their bark canoes. […] In Central Australia, women are the driving force behind the
return to the old ways of life. As one woman said to a friend of mine, ‘Women are ones for country’” (Chatwin, 1988, p. 175–6).

well aware of this). Nonetheless, it is a thrilling look into the thinking of a living native people
that does not inhabit the dualities of our civilized thought: work vs. free time, fun vs.
boredom, freedom and barriers.
Mothers who have followed Liedloff’s ideas and attempted to have natural childbirths,
breastfeed and carry their children, and try to keep them in contact with nature have
gradually brought the sensibility of society more in tune with traditional nomadic and native
peoples whose foundation is a sustainable life and respect for the Earth and all living things.
The reaction of a traumatized society may be one of rejection, as we hear from many people
in the discussion of a woman who breastfed her child in a bank, hidden behind her carriage,
or in the ongoing heightened debate over home births or the Minister of Education, Youth,
and Sport’s reluctance to grant accreditation to “alternative” schools. For centuries, even
millennia, our settled civilization has looked down on so-called native peoples and nomads,
but now is the time to once again recognize their dignity and bring more of their systems of
thought into our lives.3 And to recognize that you don’t even have to be a woman, nor have
children, even, to become liberated. You also don’t have to go anywhere. The way of thinking
that doesn’t view the Earth as a tradable commodity is available anywhere and to anyone.
Lately, I have been noticing people around me in a certain stage of life who have been
inspired, almost out of nowhere, to do something for the Earth, for others, for animals –
without having previously shown any inclination to such a life. Their behavior is marked not
by reinforcing their positions and closing themselves off to other ideas, but rather sharing,
care, and collaboration. “Gardens are for people over forty”, as my grandmother’s brother
Mirek Dupal used to say. According to Rebeca Wild, a person who has reached adulthood, in
the stage of “post-biological development”, can develop in three ways. They can bear original
cultural (in the broadest sense of the word) fruit or work to increase their personal power.
The third possibility, according to Wild, is to establish contact with one’s innermost essence.
“This new life cannot be defined by our previous convictions. In biological development, the
new phase does not destroy the old ones, but rather restructures it, and the growth of one’s
‘inner self’ has a similar effect on existing structures. Taking great pains not to destroy our
solid foundation, the thing that once created our existence is affected. It spreads, purifies,
carefully untangles and opens new channels. This process cannot be sped up. In a
respectful way, we can give our consent by tending to our ‘permeability’, and in practice, we
use what we have gotten” (Wild, 2016).
I believe that attention and love – that is, above all, aimed inward so that it can then spread
into our surroundings – can slowly change the world. In a holistic approach, if one part
changes, so too does the whole. As is written in another of the books in my collection (which
also doesn’t belong here; it’s an astrology textbook): “Systems are alive and constantly
developing. If something changes in them – the character of one particle or the relationship
between them – then the quality of the whole system changes. And vice versa, a change in
the whole system produces a change in each of its parts” (Goese-Šrutová, 2005, p. 14).
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This way of thought also brings with it a certain carefree attitude (recalling, to pick an example geographically closer to us, the
holy carefree happiness of Hasids). “The Aranda, living in a country of safe waterholes and plentiful game, were archconservatives whose ceremonies were unchangeable, initiations brutal, and whose penalty for sacrilege was death. They looked
on themselves as a ‘pure’ race, and rarely thought of leaving their land. The Western Desert People, on the other hand, were as
openminded as the Aranda were closed. They borrowed songs and dances freely, loving their land no less and yet forever on
the move. ‘The most striking thing about these people,’ Strehlow writes, ‘was their ready laughter. They were a cheerful laughing
people, who bore themselves as though they had never known a care in the world. Aranda men, civilised on sheep stations,
used to say, “They are always laughing. They can't help it”’” (Chatwin, 1988, p. 273).

Postscript: Memories of the Paintings of Věra Kotlárová-Chovancová
People realized that it was more worthwhile for them (than, say, growing potatoes in fields) to
make dummies of children with hands raised to the heavens and open mouths, using them to
attract udders. The udder flies over the dummy of the child, which has a sensor from behind
that reacts to movement and touch. When the udder descends to give milk and touches a
hole (“the mouth of the child”), the sensor activates a knife and stabs. The woman stands
over her catch, her trophy. The man weighs the heft of the utter with satisfaction over how
much will drip out.

Věra Kotlárová-Chovancová, Captured [Úlovek], 2002, tempera on canvas, 75x75cm

Věra Kotlárová-Chovancová, Satisfaction [Spokojenost], 2002, tempera on canvas, 68x70cm

The udders cluster together, they are convivial together, a girl brushes them and will want to
take them away in cages.

Věra Kotlárová-Chovancová, Nest [Hnízdo], 2002, tempera on canvas, 80x120cm

The udders lay down to rest on some sort of crib – a little garden bed where they fold their
wings and, in doing so, beg for unborn children. They are borne upwards and fenced in,
because humans are inventive.

Věra Kotlárová-Chovancová, Cradle of Udders [Kolébka vemínek], 2002, tempera on canvas, 70x55cm

I think that one of the sources of the text above was my memories of some of Věra
Kotlarová’s paintings from Galerie Magda, the first internet gallery on the Czech internet led
by Pavel Pražák, which presented them with notes by the artist in the cycle Udders of God
[Vemínka Boží], as well as from her profile in a section of New Faces [Nové tváře] written
years ago for the magazine by artist Jiří Ptáček. I remember how they shocked me. By
coincidence, I came to know their artist right when I was writing the text for the Factory Farm
series. The painter, a graduate of Václav Stratil’s studio at Brno University of Technology’s
Faculty of Fine Arts, currently lives with her husband in the South Bohemian village of
Krasetín. In addition to working as a teacher at the St. Agnes of Bohemia Secondary School
of Art and Design in Český Krumlov, she cares for many animals on her homestead and also
swims:
“I guess I’ve created a world around me, and I’m most interested in observing the lives of
animals: their essence is limpid as a spring, they have their own language that I encode, I get
along very well with them, they’re not in a rush, they’re satisfied, and when they look into

your eyes, you feel the great mystery of life and beauty before you, silence, or their sounds
and movements complete their sense of splendor…
“I taught myself to kill them, too – that is, to take life from them and eat them – and this was a
great turning point, as though I’d somehow accepted my death as a part of me just like my
birth… I think I get more joy from life than at any other time when a goat kid looks into your
eyes, it’s an indescribable beauty. How often a chicken, say, or a pheasant was killed by a
bump to the head – cerebral edema… I was with it in its final moments, I tried to help it, but it
was no use… when it was and then wasn’t, that tremble of death, the moment and the final
exhalation when its little body could no longer bear the weight and expired, the extinguishing
of the flame, the moment when the second hand stops and never sets into motion
again…that was powerful, that moment.
It’s as though my eyes have been opened, but there’s still glass there stopping me from
seeing something, but perhaps I’ll see it someday.
I swim, I was afraid, I was drowning and terrified of water, something broke in me and I
started to trust it, and trusting it, I swim. An hour later, I start swimming and your head just
totally clears up, I feel my breath, my heartbeat, and I become a part of the water, my body
gets tired and merges with it… I love water, it beckons to me when I walk by it, I was even
swimming in February, breaking the ice with my legs… People don’t understand it, but they
don’t have to. Really, I don’t understand either, but I have to :). WHEN I’M UNDERWATER, I
FEEL LIKE A FISH.”4
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